
HL-DV7W
HL-DV5

One-piece Digital Camera/Recorder with DVCAM Format



HL-DV7W
16:9 wide-screen type, switchable to 4:3
aspect ratio. Employs 520,000 pixel (NTSC)
IT CCDs for high-end production.

D VCAM FORMAT

High Picture Quality Digital Component Recording

The DVCAM format is a digital system with Luminance signal
(Y) and Color Difference signals (R-Y, B-Y).

PCM Digital Audio System

Two modes are selectable between 2ch (48kHz sampling
frequency) and 4ch (32kHz sampling frequency) which may
be useful for Audio After Recording (dubbing).

Long Recording Hours

Standard size cassettes have a max. 184 minutes recording
time, while mini-cassettes have max. 40 minutes recording
time.



HL-DV5
4:3 Aspect ratio type, Employs high performance
410,000 pixel (NTSC) IT CCDs for high-end
professional and broadcast quality acquisition.
(PAL version employs 470,000 pixel IT CCDs)

             New Digital Process LSI

New digital process LSI
(ASIC) is adopted to
produce high quality
video including a six -
axis linear matrix
system for fine tuning of
color to match
broadcast
requirements.

10bit digital LSI

             Low smear and high sensitivity CCD

High quality CCD are employed to reproduce good quality
PIctures even under very low light condition.

  +48dB Hyper Gain for very low light conditions

Hyper gain of +48dB is provided so that good video reproduction is
assured even in the harshest shooting conditions.

  Super V

To enhance Vertical resolution, the Super V function can be
enabled, increasing Vertical Resolution by 20%, to achieve natural
picture reproduction with remarkably fine resolution.

   High Resolution Viewfinder

A high resolution broadcast use 1.5 inch viewfinder is employed,
featuring over 600 horizontal lines resolution. Ease of operation is
carefully considered, e.g. Brightness, Contrast and Peaking controls
are easily accessible on the front of the viewfinder and a rear tally light
is provided. The positioning of the viewfinder is easily adjustable.



E XPRESSION

Preset and Variable Shutters

The preset shutter has six speeds (1/100, 1/120, 1/250, 1/500,
1/1000, 1/2000 seconds) and variable speeds can be set
between 1/60.3 and 1/787 seconds ( 1/50.3 and to 1/781 for
PAL).

Diagonal Detail for higher picture quality

The diagonal detail function increases sharpness in the diagonal
direction. This function also helps to reduce cross color moire in
NTSC.

Skin Detail for favorable reproduction

The skin detail function is used when skin quality is being
emphasized. The edge sharpness of the skin tone can be
softened so that wrinkles or age lines become less visible on the
TV screen. AHD, Auto Hue Detect, for easy setting of Skin tone
detail is employed.

Soft Detail Function

To ensure picture uniformity even with high contrast areas, Soft
Detail is employed to produce images that are more natural,
without excessive adge enhancement.

Variable Detail Settings

8 step variable frequency boost of the detail signal and B/W
balance function which controls center luminance level of detail
signal are provided to have better detail effects depending on the
subject.

HL-DV7W: 2.97MHz to 6.84MHz at 4:3 mode
                  3.24MHz to 9.00MHz at 16:9 mode
HL-DV5   : 2.97MHz to 6.84MHz

Various GAMMA settings

Not only are 4 types of GAMMA characteristics selectable
(OFF/0.35/0.4 /0.45), but a GAMMA curve pattern with x5 initial
gain is also selectable for certain broadcast requirement.

Black Press

To emphasize only the brighter areas of images, Black Press is
provided. It is selectable in 3 steps (-7%, -5%, -3%). It can add
contrast to a washed out picture.

Black Stretch

The black stretch function meets the needs of professional camera-
persons who want to avoid excessive dark areas in high contrast
scenes. With three settings (3, 5 and 7%), this function enables
improvement in dark areas in the picture by lifting the image level of
only low brightness areas.

Shock-less Auto White Balance

To avoid a sudden change in white balance when switching between
white balance memories, change over time is selectable. This
function exhibits superb results when the scene changes from an
indoor to outdoor shot or vice versa.

OFF          : Changes Memory Data instantly
ON - 0.3s :  Changes Memory Data in 0.3 seconds.
ON - 0.5s :  Changes Memory Data in 0.5 seconds.
ON - 1.0s :  Changes Memory Data in 1.0 seconds.
ON - 1.5s :  Changes Memory Data in 1.5 seconds.
ON - 2.0s :  Changes Memory Data in 2.0 seconds.

Convenient filter linked White Balance

The camera has a total of 8 AWB memory presets, A/B channel for
each filter. The AWB is linked to the filter and automatically changes
the white balance when the filter changes.

OFF            : 2 memories on A and B
ON - POS   : 2 memories, A and B for each filter ( 8 ch for
                     3000K, 5600K + 1/16ND, 5600K, 5600K+1/64ND
ON - TEMP : 2 memories, A and B for each color temperature
                     of 3000K and 5600K.

Also, when setting the AWB, the Zebra indicator appears to show
the white area being used by the AWB system. If it doesn't work (NG
- No Good), the viewfinder indicates if the color temp was too high or
too low  (H. TEMP or L. TEMP.)

Data Files

To enhance versatility, lens data files and scene data files are
provided.

A lens file stores data for max. 8 lenses to compensate for
differences in lens optical characteristics, such as shading or
color balance, and lens extender condition.

A scene file stores camera settings for up to 8 different shooting
conditions.



O PERATION

A low center of gravity camera design

Ikegami's long and rich experience in professional TV camera
design has enabled us to produce a one-piece camera + recorder
with excellent ergonomics and very good weight balance for the
comfort of the operator.

Specially designed Shoulder Pad

A newly and specially designed shoulder pad made of non-slip
material makes camera work easier. The pad can be esily
adjusted.

Convenient P. FUNC switch

P. FUNC (Personal Function) switch
is provided for the most frequently
used functions for the operator's
convenience, such as control of
scene file recall, Soft Detail, and
Black Press/Black Stretch.

Rotary Encoders for easier Setup

On the lower side of the camera, 3
rotary encoders are provided for
easier access to setup parameters.
This allows camera settings and
checkups even without a remote
control panel.

Camera Menu

The camera incorporates a very practical menu system which is
easy to navigate with a rotary encoder at the front of the camera.
The menu can be customized for specific users by changing which
control items are included.

Instant recall to the Factory Preset condition

Sometimes it is useful to be able to go back to the factory's original
settings. The "initialize" function is provided to do this.

Return Video

In a multiple camera operation, return signals can be observed by
simply using the RET button on the lens control. This is achieved
by connecting RET video to genlock input and selecting as return
source (menu).

Memory Card provision

A Smartmedia card slot is
provvided in order to keep
various camera setting
parameters in a small memory
card. Full camera set up, as
well as scene file sets can be
stored to and loaded from the
card.

Various tally lights, even from the rear

In the VF, tally lights
appear both above and
below the picture. Rear
tally lights on the VF and
handle are also provided.

Slot for a built-in wireless receiver

A space for a wireless receiver is
provided at the rear of the camera.
This Ikegami standard Unislot for a
radio microphone receiver avoids
extra wiring and possible damage.

Battery bracket with extra connector for lighting

An Anton Bauer type battery bracket is provided. The bracket
has an extra lighting connection and supports the digital battery
remaining capacity indication.



S YSTEM

Multi-core remote system compatible

A cost effective Multi-core cable remote system is available with
the MA-400 control unit. This enables the one-piece camera
recorder to be used in a production camera system.

DV output provision

An i.LINK (DV 6P terminal) output
is provided for connection to other
DV base equipment and systems.

Full Range of Remote Control Panels

For flexibility in a video production environment, various types of
remote control panels are available, ranging from basic operating
control to sophisticated full set up control.

System Adapters for multi-use

In addition to the standard BNC
Adapter, several optional system
Adapters are available. An
optional VTR adapter (26pin) is
available for analog component
output for external recorders. A
Y/C  output adapter, a triax
adapter and an MA-400 adapter
are also available.



A CCESSORIES

Typical Package

Package HL-DV7W                            HL-DV5

Camera Head
HL-DV7WE*

l l l l

Camera Head
HL-DV5E*

l l          l

X18 Zoom Lens
YJ18X9BKRS-A

l l

X19 Zoom Lens
A19X8.7BRM

l          l

X19 Switchable
A19X8.7BRRM

l

• *The camera head includes 1.5" viewfinder (VF15-32), Microphone (MC-11), Tripod Mounting Plate(T-791), Memory Card(TC-5816) and
• Operation Manual



Ratings / Performance

[ Camera Section ]

CCD image sensor  HL-DV7W: 2/3" 16:9 520,000pixels IT CCD x3
(NTSC)

HL-DV7W: 2/3" 16:9 600,000pixels IT CCD x3
(PAL)

HL-DV5: 2/3" 4:3 410,000pixels IT CCD x3
(NTSC)

HL-DV5: 2/3" 4:3 470,000pixels IT CCD x3
(PAL)

Sensitivity f11 at 2000 lux
Min Illuminaiton approx. 0.12 lux (f1.4, +48dB)
S/N 64dB (NTSC), 62dB (PAL)
H Resolution HL-DV7W: 800TV lines (at center)

HL-DV5: 850TV lines (at center)
V Resolution 400TV lines (Super V: Off) NTSC

450TV lines (Super V: Off) PAL
480TV lines (Super V: On) NTSC
570TV lines (Super V: On) PAL

Registration 0.03% or less excluding lens aberration
Smear level HL-DV7W: -125dB

HL-DV5: -120dB
Quantization 10bit
Gain up -3.0, +3, +6, +9, +12, +18, +30dB
Hyper Gain +30, +36, +42, +48dB
Shutter(preset) 1/50(PAL/OFF), 1/60(NTSC/OFF), 1/100,

1/120, 1/250, 1/500, 1/1000, 1/2000 sec.
Variable Shutter 1/60.3 ~ 1/787 sec (NTSC)

1/50.3 ~ 1/781 sec (PAL)
Lens mount B4
Optical Filter 3000K, 5600K+1/16ND, 5600K,

5600K+1/64ND
Ext Sync Signal VBS 1V p-p± 6dB 75Ω or BBS 0.45Vp-p

± 6dB 75Ω
Video Output VBS 1Vp-p 75Ω
Monitor Output VBS or VS 1Vp-p 75Ω
Y/C Output(Option) Y: 1.0Vp-p 75Ω

C: 0.286Vp-p 75Ω

[ VTR Section ]

nnVideo

Bandwidth Y: 30Hz ~ 5.0MHz± 1.0dB
R-Y/B-Y: 30Hz ~ 1.5MHz +1.0dB/-5.0dB

S/N 55dB or more

nnAudio

Audio Sampling 2ch mode PCM48kHz, 16bit Sampling
4ch mode PCM32kHz, 12bit Sampling

Dynamic Range 80dB or more
Audio Distortion 0.08% or less (at 1kHz refer to 48kHz Sampling)

[ Overall ]

Power Requirement DC +12V (+11V ~ +17V): XLR-4 (Male)

Power Consumption HL-DV7W:  Approx. 28W
 HL-DV5: Approx. 27W

Ext Dimensions W123.5 x H200 x D326mm
(W4.86 x H7.78 x D12.83 inches)
excluding handles

Weight Approx. 4.5kg (9.92 lbs)
Including 1.5" VF, Microphone

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
•Product names and company names mentioned in this catalog are
trademarks and/or registered trade marks of their respective
companies.
•i.LINK is named to represent for IEEE 1394-1995 standards and their
revisions.
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